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Abstract
Robust estimators of the prediction error of a linear model are proposed.
The estimators are based on the resampling techniques cross-validation and
bootstrap. The robustness of the prediction error estimators is obtained by
robustly estimating the regression parameters of the linear model and by
trimming the largest prediction errors. To avoid the recalculation of time-
consuming robust regression estimates, fast approximations for the robust
estimates of the resampled data are used. This leads to time efficient and
robust estimators of prediction error.
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1. Introduction
We focus on the problem of estimating the expected prediction perfor-
mance of linear models. The model or models under consideration may be
obtained from existing theory or practice, or they may be the result of an
initial model selection procedure. Once we have determined a moderate num-
ber of promising prediction models, it may be of interest to reliably estimate
their prediction performance. Because it is not reasonable to attempt pre-
dicting the future outliers without knowledge of the underlying mechanism
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that produces them, we focus on measuring how well the models predict the
future non-outlying cases.
The most common approaches to measure prediction accuracy use resam-
pling. The standard resampling method in this context is cross-validation
while bootstrap can be used as an alternative (Efron, 1983). To obtain reli-
able estimates of the prediction error, quite extensive resampling is required
in both the cross-validation and bootstrap procedures (see e.g. Kim, 2009).
However, in large scale problems, recalculating a robust fit a large number of
times becomes very time consuming. Therefore, our goal is to construct ro-
bust versions of cross-validation and bootstrap based measures of prediction
error, that can be computed efficiently by avoiding the recalculation of robust
estimates for each resample. Note that besides providing information on the
prediction performance of models, the proposed estimates of prediction error
can also be useful to compare competing linear models based on their predic-
tion performance. The developments in this paper are based on initial results
that appeared in the Ph.D. thesis of the first author (Khan, 2006). In a ro-
bust PCA context, a related time-efficient cross-validation method to select
an optimal number of principal components has been proposed by Hubert
and Engelen (2007).
Reliable estimates of prediction error can be useful in the broader context
of selecting a stable prediction model when the number d of candidate pre-
dictors may be large. In such setting the selection strategy often proceeds in
two steps. In the first step, time-efficient methods are applied to drastically
reduce the number of candidate predictors and produce a small or moderate
number of most promising models. In the second step, more refined tech-
niques are used to select a prediction model from the reduced set of the most
promising ones. A reliable estimate of the expected prediction error, such as
the ones that we propose here, for each of the models emerging from the first
step can be used to make the final selection in the second step.
Selection algorithms that are useful for the screening in the first step are
discussed in e.g. Miller (2002); Gatu and Kontoghiorghes (2006); Hofmann,
Gatu, and Kontoghiorghes (2007). Computationally efficient techniques in-
spired by machine learning can be found in e.g. Hastie, Tibshirani, and
Friedman (2009). Unfortunately, these selection algorithms yield poor re-
sults when the data are contaminated because they try to select covariates
that fit well all the cases (including the outliers), and often fail to select
the model that would have been chosen if those outliers were not present
in the data. Therefore, robust, time-efficient selection algorithms have been
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developed by e.g. Khan, Van Aelst, and Zamar (2007a,b); Lutz, Kalisch and
Bu¨hlmann (2008); Morgenthaler, Welsch and Zenide (2003); McCann and
Welsch (2007). Hence, nowadays several techniques exist to robustly select
one or more promising prediction models that can then be investigated more
thoroughly in the second step, e.g. by using the procedures proposed here.
A simple approach to robustly estimate the generalization error of com-
peting models that may come to mind is the folowing. First, carry out a
’full-model’ robust fit to obtain weights for the observations. Taking these
case weights as fixed, one could then apply a fast weighted-LS cross validation
approach to estimate the generalization error of the candidate submodels. A
potential flaw of this simple approach is the possibility that, as the predictor
subset changes, so does the identification of concordant and outlying cases.
Cases that were outlying in the full-model fit might become concordant when
some predictors are dropped; cases that were concordant in the full-model fit
might become outliers when some predictors are dropped. This mislabeling
could have a harmful impact on the estimation of the generalization error.
Moreover, our procedure is not limited to situations where there is a natural
full model that can be estimated reliably. For instance, we could have a set-
ting where the total number of variables involved in the candidate submodels
exceeds the number of observations.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 shortly reviews re-
sampling based prediction measures based on cross-validation and bootstrap.
Section 3 introduces time-efficient robust measures of prediction error based
on cross-validation and bootstrap. Section 4 presents a Monte Carlo study
that compares our robust prediction measures with each other and with the
classical ones. Section 5 contains two examples and Section 6 concludes.
2. Resampling based prediction measures
Suppose that we have an n×p dataset Zn = {zi = (xi, yi), i = 1, 2, · · · , n}
randomly sampled from a p-dimensional distribution H, where xi are the
measurements for the p−1 predictors and yi is the observed response for each
observation. Following Efron (1983), we want to evaluate a linear prediction
rule η(x, βˆ(Zn)) = x
′βˆ that has been constructed based on the given dataset.
Based on this prediction rule, the prediction of a new outcome y0 correspond-
ing to a given vector of predictor values x0 is given by η(x0, βˆ(Zn)) = x
′
0βˆ. Let
Q[y0, η(x0, βˆ(Zn))] denote the error in predicting y0 from x0. For example,
we can consider the squared loss QL2 [y0, η(x0, βˆ(Zn))] = (y0−η(x0, βˆ(Zn)))2.
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Then, the true error rate Err(Zn, H) of the prediction rule η(x0, βˆ(Zn)) can
be defined as
Err(Zn, H) = EH
(
Q[Y0, η(X0, βˆ(Zn))]
)
, (1)
where the expectation is taken over (X0, Y0) ∼ H with Zn fixed at its observed
value.
As the distribution H is unknown, in practice we can only estimate (1)
from the observed sample Zn. It is well known that the apparent error rate,
given by
err(Zn) = ave Q[yi, η(xi, βˆ(Zn))],
usually underestimates the true error rate Err(Zn, H) because the same
data have been used both to construct and to evaluate the prediction rule
η(x, βˆ(Zn)). Resampling based estimates of the error rate try to alleviate the
problem of underestimation of the true error rate.
2.1. Cross-validation
Cross-validation (CV) estimates of the error-rate of a prediction rule are
obtained by splitting the n data points into a training sample of size nt (used
for fitting the prediction model) and a validation sample of size nv = n− nt
(used for assessing the model). Often, k-fold CV is used which means that
the data set is split randomly in k blocks of approximately equal size. The
training sample then consists of k − 1 blocks and the validation sample is
given by the left-out block. Each block is left out once, so that a prediction is
obtained for each of the observations in the sample. We calculate the average
prediction error based on a number R of possible random k-fold splits of the
data set, and use it as a criterion to evaluate a prediction model. If the
total number of possible k-fold splits is small, then all possible splits can be
considered. However, if it is large, then only a subset of random splits is
used. Hence, the k-fold CV estimate of Err(Zn, H) is given by
Êrr
(CVk)
=
1
R
R∑
r=1
{
1
n
n∑
i=1
Q[yi, η(xi, βˆ(Z
−kr(i)
n ))]
}
, (2)
where for each observation i, Z
−kr(i)
n denotes the data set Zn without the
block containing observation i in the rth random run of k-fold CV. By far,
the most often used version of cross-validation is the n-fold CV, that is, leave-
one-out cross-validation. In this case R is always equal to 1 since the splits
are not random anymore. Another common choice is k = 5, that is, random
5-fold CV.
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2.2. Bootstrap
Efron (1983) considered bootstrap estimators of prediction error as an
alternative to cross-validation. It turned out that a simple, well-performing
estimator is the .632 bootstrap estimator of prediction error. This estimator
is given by
Êrr
(.632)
= 0.368 err(Zn) + 0.632 Êrr
(OOB)
, (3)
where err(Zn) is the apparent error rate as before and Êrr
(OOB)
is the out-of-
bag estimator of prediction error. The out-of-bag estimator considers for each
bootstrap sample Z∗n only the predictions for the observations of the original
data set Zn that do not appear in the bootstrap sample, i.e. the out-of-bag
observations, and then takes the average of all these predictions over a large
number of bootstrap samples. Hence, the out-of-bag estimate is given by
Êrr
(OOB)
=
1
B
B∑
b=1
1
|boob|
∑
j∈boob
(
Q[yj , η(xj, βˆ(Z
∗,b
n ))]
)
, (4)
where boob indicates the indices of the observations not contained in the bth
bootstrap sample Z∗,bn . Due to the resampling with replacement in the boot-
strap, the effective sample size of bootstrap samples can be shown to equal
0.632n on average. This smaller sample size affects the accuracy of the pre-
dictions for the out-of-bag observations. Hence, while the apparent error rate
underestimates the true prediction error, the out-of-bag estimator overesti-
mates the prediction error. The .632 bootstrap estimator (3) tries to balance
these two opposite effects to obtain a good estimator of prediction error,
see Efron (1983) for details.
3. Fast robust prediction measures
To obtain robust versions of the CV and bootstrap estimates of predic-
tion error discussed in the previous section, the prediction rule η(x, βˆ(Zn))
needs to be robust as well as the summary statistic calculated from the losses
Q[yi, η(xi, βˆ(Z
′))], where Z ′ are resamples obtained from the original sample
Zn. The robustness of the prediction rule assures that a reliable prediction
rule is obtained, even in the presence of outliers in the training sample. The
robust summary statistic calculated from the prediction errors guarantees
that the estimated error rate is not severely affected by the presence of out-
liers in the validation sample.
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For the robust linear prediction rule η(x, βˆ(Zn)) = x
′βˆR, we use MM-
estimates βˆR based on Tukey biweight loss functions (Yohai, 1987). However,
any other robust estimator based on a smooth loss function (e.g. S-estimates,
tau-estimates, etc.) could also be used with straightforward and minimal
modifications. We now give a short overview of the definition and properties
of MM-estimators. More details can be found in e.g. Maronna, et al. (2006).
MM-estimators are based on two score functions ρ0 and ρ1, which determine
the breakdown point and the efficiency of the estimator, respectively. More
precisely, the MM-estimate βˆR satisfies
1
n
n∑
i=1
ρ′1
(
yi − x′i βˆR
σˆ
)
xi = 0 , (5)
where ρ′1(u) is the derivative of the loss function ρ1 and σˆ is an S-estimate
of scale (Rousseeuw and Yohai, 1984). Hence, σˆ minimizes the M-scale σˆ(β)
which is implicitly defined for each β ∈ Rp by
1
n
n∑
i=1
ρ0
(
yi − x′i β
σˆ(β)
)
= b , (6)
where b ∈ (0, 1) is a tuning constant that determines the breakdown point
of σˆ, given by min(b, 1 − b). The associated regression S-estimate β˜ is the
solution
β˜ = arg min
β∈Rp
σˆ(β) , (7)
and is used as an initial value for the iterations that determine βˆ in (5).
A widely used family of loss functions is Tukey’s biweight family
ρc(t) =
{
3(t/c)2 − 3(t/c)4 + (t/c)6 if |t| ≤ c
1 if |t| > c, (8)
where c > 0 is a fixed tuning constant. For the score function ρ0 of the
S-estimator, the choice ρc(t) with c = 1.54764 together with b = 1/2 in (6)
yields a 50% breakdown-point scale-estimator that is consistent for normally
distributed errors. For the M-estimator, taking the score function ρ1(t) =
ρc(t) with c = 4.685061 yields a 95%-efficient regression estimator when the
errors follow a normal distribution.
Let ri = yi − x′iβˆR and r˜i = yi − x′iβ˜; i = 1, . . . , n be the residuals corre-
sponding to the MM-estimate βˆR and the initial S-estimate β˜, respectively.
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The MM-estimates βˆR and σˆ then satisfy the following equations which will
be used in the following subsections.
βˆR =
(
n∑
i=1
wi xi x
′
i
)
−1 n∑
i=1
wi xi yi, (9)
and
σˆ =
n∑
i=1
vi (yi − x′iβ˜), (10)
where the weights wi and vi are given by
wi = ρ
′
1 (ri/σˆ)/ri, i = 1, 2, · · · , n, (11)
and
vi =
σˆ
nb
ρ0 (r˜i/σˆ)/r˜i, i = 1, 2, · · · , n. (12)
As robust summary statistic of the lossesQ[yi, η(xi, βˆ(Z
′))] we use trimmed
means, where only the largest losses are trimmed as in Serneels, Filzmoser,
Croux and Van Espen (2005). Let u1 < u2 < · · · < un be the ordered obser-
vations of a sample U , and put k = [n(1−α)], where [n(1−α)] is the integer
part of n(1 − α). Then, the α-trimmed mean mα(U) of U is the mean that
is obtained after dropping the largest 100α% observations of U . That is,
mα(U) =
1
n− k
n−k∑
j=1
uj. (13)
In our setting, α-trimmed means are particularly appealing measures of pre-
diction error because by comparing the α-trimmed mean losses, we can iden-
tify the model(s) that can be expected to predict 100(1− α)% of the future
data better than other models. Although the median and quantiles are in
general very popular robust summary measures, trimmed means are pre-
ferred here because of their higher accuracy and their direct interpretability
as explained above.
The trimming level α is a tuning parameter in the calculation of the robust
estimate of prediction error. If the training data is a representative random
sample, then a reasonable trimming level can be selected by looking at the
fraction of outliers in the training data. In some applications one may have
a good idea about the (maximal) fraction of outliers that can be expected
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in the future, and then this information determines the trimming level. In
general, it can be very useful to calculate the robust estimate of prediction
error for different trimming levels, so that it is clear how well the model(s)
under consideration can predict e.g. 80%, 90%, 95%, and 99% of the future
data. If the performance of several models is compared in this way, then this
allows us to select the model that accurately predicts the largest fraction of
future data.
3.1. Fast robust cross-validation prediction error
In k-fold CV we have to calculate the fit for each of the training samples
Z ′ consisting of k − 1 blocks. To avoid the time-consuming recalculation
of the robust estimate βˆR(Z ′) for each of these training samples Z ′, we use
equations (9) and (11) to calculate an approximation of βˆR(Z ′), starting from
the fit βˆR(Zn) for the complete dataset.
An initial approximation of the regression MM-estimate βˆR(Z ′) can be
calculated as follows,
βˆ0(Z
′) =
(
n∑
j∈Z′
wj xj x
′
j
)
−1 n∑
j∈Z′
wj xj yj, (14)
where wj are the weights of the observations in the complete dataset Zn,
defined in (11). Note that (14) is just a weighted least squares representation
and thus no new robust estimate needs to be calculated to obtain βˆ0(Z
′).
The initial estimate βˆ0(Z
′) can be further improved by updating the
weights wj in (14). For the observations in Z
′, let r0j = yj −x′jβˆ0(Z ′); j ∈ Z ′
be the residuals w.r.t. the fit βˆ0(Z
′). Then, using (11), the weights of the
observations in the subsample can be updated as
w1j = ρ
′
1 (r
0
j/σˆ)/r
0
j , j ∈ Z ′. (15)
With these updated weights, the new approximation of βˆR(Z ′) becomes
βˆ1(Z
′) =
(
n∑
j∈Z′
w1j xj x
′
j
)
−1 n∑
j∈Z′
w1j xj yj. (16)
With this new fit βˆ1(Z
′) the weights can now be updated again, which in turn
leads to a new approximation, βˆ2(Z
′). This process can be iterated further,
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but more than two steps do not seem necessary in practice. Note that updat-
ing the weights and calculating the new approximations βˆl(Z
′); l = 1, 2 also
does not require calculating any new robust estimates. Hence, calculating
the successive approximations βˆl(Z
′); l = 0, 1, 2 of βˆR(Z ′) is computation-
ally very efficient. Moreover, because the fits for the resamples are obtained
by using the weights of the observations in the original sample, the fit in
each resample will be as robust as the fit for the original, full sample. In-
deed, an observation will be downweighted in a resample whenever it is also
downweighted in the full sample. This robustness behavior is similar as the
robustness of the fast and robust bootstrap of Salibian-Barrera and Zamar
(2002).
The fast and robust counterparts of Êrr
(CVk)
are now given by
Êrr
(FRCVk)
=
1
R
R∑
r=1
{
mα(Q[yi, η(xi, βˆl(Z
−kr(i)
n ))])
}
l = 1, 2. (17)
When the one-step approximation βˆ1 is used in (17), then we call this proce-
dure fast robust one-step k-fold CV, and when βˆ2 is used we call it fast robust
two-step k-fold CV.
Note that when updating the weights as in (15), we use the scale σˆ that
was calculated for the original sample Zn. Let σˆZ′ be the S-scale based on
the training sample Z ′, then we have assumed that σˆZ′ ≈ σˆ which seems
reasonable if k is not too small. We have also considered adjusting the scale
by using (10) and (12) before updating the weights. However, simulation
results (not shown) have indicated that for fast and robust leave-one-out and
5-fold CV, the performance is better without scale adjustment.
3.2. Robust bootstrap prediction error
To obtain a robust version of the .632 bootstrap estimate of the prediction
error in (3), we need robust versions of both the apparent error rate and the
out-of-bag estimator.
A robust version of the apparent error rate of a robust prediction rule
ηR(xi, Z) is directly obtained by calculating the α-trimmed mean of the pre-
diction errors in the original dataset. That is, the robust apparent error rate
is given by
errR(Zn) = mα
(
Q[yi, η(xi, βˆ
R(Zn))]
)
. (18)
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To obtain robust out-of-bag predictions in a computationally efficient way,
we need approximations for the MM-estimates of the regression coefficients
in the bootstrap samples. To this end, Salibian-Barrera and Zamar (2002)
developed a fast and robust bootstrap procedure. This procedure calculates
initial approximations βˆ∗0 and σˆ
∗
0 to the MM-estimates of a bootstrap sample
Z∗n by applying (9)-(10) on the bootstrap sample, but with the weights w
∗
i
and v∗i of each observation in the bootstrap sample equal to the weights of
that observation in the original sample Zn. As before, this does not require
calculating any new robust estimates and thus can be performed quickly. To
correct for the re-use of the initial weights in each bootstrap sample, Salibian-
Barrera and Zamar (2002) derive a linear correction which yields an updated
approximation βˆ∗1 that largely improves the initial approximation βˆ
∗
0 (see
Salibian-Barrera and Zamar, 2002, for details).
The fast and robust counterpart of the out-of-bag estimate Êrr
(OOB)
in (4)
is given by
Êrr
(OOB)
FR =
1
B
B∑
b=1
mα
(
Q[yboob , η(xboob , βˆ
∗
1(Z
∗,b
n ))]
)
, (19)
where boob again are the observations not contained in the bth bootstrap
sample Z∗,bn . Finally, the fast robust .632 bootstrap estimate of the error rate
is given by
Êrr
(.632)
FR = 0.368 errR(Zn) + 0.632 Êrr
(OOB)
FR . (20)
4. A simulation study
To investigate the behavior of our robust estimators of prediction error,
we consider a simulation setting similar as in Khan et al. (2007a). We first
create a linear model
y = L1 + 2L2 + 3L3 + 4L4 + 5L5 + ε, (21)
with 5 latent variables, where L1, . . . , L5 are independent standard normal
variables. ε is a normal variable with mean 0 and standard deviation σ =√
55/2, which is chosen so that the signal to noise ratio is equal to 2. A set
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of d = 30 candidate predictors is created as follows. Let
Xij = Li + eij, i = 1, . . . , 5; j = 1, 2, 3,
and
Xk = uk, k = 1, . . . , 15.
where all eij and uk are independent standard normal variables. The first
15 candidate predictors are active predictors related to the latent variables
in (21). Hence, related to each latent variable, there are three active pre-
dictor variables which are moderately correlated (cor=0.5). The remaining
candidate predictors are noise variables.
We compare the following 6 distinct models:
Model 1: All candidate predictors,
Model 2: All active predictors plus 5 first noise variables,
Model 3: All active predictors (without noise variables),
Model 4: All active predictors related to the three most important latent
variables L3, L4, L5,
Model 5: Only one active predictor related to each of the 5 latent variables,
Model 6: Only one active predictor related to each of the three most im-
portant latent variables.
We considered data without outliers (Case 1) and we also considered
contaminated data with 10% of bad leverage points. In the contaminated
data sets, the clean data are generated as explained above. On the other
hand, the 10% of bad leverage points are obtained by generating the errors
ε with mean −250 and variance 1, while at the same time all or part of the
corresponding predictor values are contaminated. The contaminated candi-
date predictors are generated with mean 10 and variance 1. We considered
the following contamination settings:
Case 2: All predictors are contaminated,
Case 3: Only active predictors are contaminated,
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Estimator Model 1 Model 2 Model 3 Model 4 Model 5 Model 6
LS 34.44 31.75 30.62 33.38 44.84 42.90
MM 35.47 32.14 30.92 33.52 44.89 42.96
Table 1: True prediction error for each of the 6 models in the simulation.
Case 4: Only noise predictors are contaminated.
We measured prediction error using squared error lossesQL2 [yi, η(xi, βˆ(Z
′))].
We considered the fast robust one-step (1-FR CVn) and two-step (2-FR CVn)
leave-one-out 10% trimmed CV procedures as well as the fast robust one-step
(1-FR CV5) and two-step (2-FR CV5) 5-fold 10% trimmed CV procedures.
For comparison, we also included the classical leave-one-out (CVn) and 5-fold
(CV5) cross-validation based on least squares regression. Finally, we con-
sidered the classical (B.632) and fast robustified .632 (FRB.632) bootstrap
estimates of the prediction error. For 5-fold CV we averaged over R = 50
random runs and for bootstrap we considered B = 250 bootstrap samples,
such that we have the same number of resamples in both cases. The classical
CV and bootstrap procedures use least squares regression in the prediction
rule, while the fast robust estimates of prediction error use MM-estimators.
The simulations and examples in this paper were performed in R (R Devel-
opment Core Team, 2009) where we used the MM-estimator as implemented
in the R package ’robustbase’ (Robustbase Development Team, 2008).
To evaluate the performance of the different estimators, we first deter-
mine the expected true prediction error EZn{EH(Q[Y0, η(X0, βˆ(Zn))]) for
each of the 6 models under consideration. Notice that the expected true
prediction error averages over the training samples (Zn) as well as over fu-
ture data distributed according to distribution H. In case of squared error
loss, it follows from standard calculus that for a given data set Zn the mid-
dle expectation EH(Q[Y0, η(X0, βˆ(Zn))]) = EH [(Y0 − X t0βˆ(Zn))2] reduces to
(−βˆ(Zn)t, 1)ΣX0,Y0(−βˆ(Zn)t, 1)t, where ΣX0,Y0 is the joint covariance matrix
of the predictors and response. This joint covariance matrix can easily be
calculated for each of the six models described above. To approximate the
outer expectation (w.r.t. the training sample Zn), we took the average over
M = 100 randomly generated training data sets. The resulting expected true
prediction errors are shown in Table 1, both for the prediction rule based on
least squares (LS) regression and the prediction rule using the MM-estimator.
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For each setting we generated M = 200 samples of size n = 150 and
calculated the estimated prediction error according to the different methods,
for each of the six models. In Table 2 we report the average, and between
brackets the standard deviation, of the estimated prediction errors of each
method for each of the models under the different contamination settings.
The top panel of Table 2 shows the results for uncontaminated data (case 1).
When comparing these results with the values in Table 1, we see that classical
leave-one-out and 5-fold CV both yield reliable estimates of the prediction
error. The .632 bootstrap estimator is also reasonably accurate, but tends
to slightly underestimate the prediction error in this setting. The fast and
robust CV estimates and the FRB.632 estimates are clearly smaller than
the expected true prediction errors for all the future data. However, this
could be expected because the trimming implies that these estimates express
how well the prediction rule can predict the closest 90% of the future data,
and not how well the prediction rule can predict all future data. The three
bottom panels of Table 2 show the results for the three contamination settings
with bad leverage points. The results clearly show the large influence of the
outliers on the classical CV and bootstrap estimators of prediction error,
both in terms of accuracy and precision. On the other hand, the robust
estimators of prediction error are far less influenced by the outliers and still
produce reliable estimates for the prediction error of the clean future data.
The fast robust CV measures of prediction error seem to perform better
than the FRB.632 estimator of prediction error in terms of accuracy towards
the targets displayed in Table 1, as well as in terms of precision in case of
model 1. Comparing robust leave-one-out and 5-fold CV estimates, we see
from Table 2 that 5-fold CV tends to produce slightly larger estimates of
the prediction error. The comparison between the one-step and two-step fast
and robust CV estimators of prediction error does not reveal a clear winner
in this setting. However, in general we expect that the two-step version will
be somewhat more reliable because it produces more variety in the regression
estimates for the subsamples.
5. Examples
As explained before, robust estimates of prediction error can be used to
compare a moderate number of competing models based on their prediction
performance (e.g. all subset selection with up to 10 candidate variables).
We consider two examples to illustrate the performance of the fast robust
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Method Model 1 Model 2 Model 3 Model 4 Model 5 Model 6
CVn 34.5 (3.3) 31.8 (2.9) 30.7 (2.8) 33.3 (2.8) 46.8 (3.6) 41.3 (3.3)
1-FR CVn 21.5 (3.5) 19.9 (3.0) 19.2 (2.9) 20.9 (2.8) 28.0 (3.6) 27.0 (3.4)
2-FR CVn 21.9 (3.5) 20.1 (3.0) 19.4 (2.9) 20.9 (2.9) 28.1 (3.6) 27.0 (3.4)
CV5 36.9 (3.4) 33.2 (3.0) 31.6 (2.8) 33.9 (2.8) 47.2 (3.6) 41.7 (3.4)
1-FR CV5 22.9 (3.6) 20.7 (3.1) 19.8 (2.9) 21.2 (2.9) 28.2 (3.7) 27.2 (3.4)
2-FR CV5 23.4 (3.7) 21.0 (3.1) 20.0 (2.9) 21.3 (2.9) 28.3 (3.7) 27.3 (3.4)
B.632 31.5 (2.8) 29.9 (2.5) 29.3 (2.4) 32.7 (2.5) 47.2 (3.4) 41.1 (3.2)
FRB .632 28.4 (6.4) 23.1 (3.4) 21.5 (2.1) 23.2 (2.1) 32.6 (2.8) 28.7 (2.5)
CVn 124.3 (11.0) 201.2 (17.6) 379.6 (32.2) 518.6 (44.9) 663.7 (51.5) 423.3 (38.3)
1-FR CVn 35.8 (5.1) 32.8 (4.3) 31.4 (4.0) 33.8 (4.3) 45.2 (5.9) 43.5 (5.7)
2-FR CVn 36.1 (5.1) 32.9 (4.3) 31.5 (4.1) 33.9 (4.4) 45.3 (5.9) 43.5 (5.7)
CV5 133.1 (11.7) 209.8 (18.0) 391.5 (33.0) 528.6 (45.2) 668.7 (51.6) 428.2 (38.5)
1-FR CV5 38.6 (5.5) 34.3 (4.6) 32.5 (4.2) 34.5 (4.4) 45.6 (6.0) 44.0 (5.7)
2-FR CV5 38.9 (5.6) 34.5 (4.6) 32.6 (4.2) 34.6 (4.4) 45.6 (6.0) 44.0 (5.8)
B.632 163.5 (9.8) 268.4 (15.5) 524.0 (29.9) 730.9 (41.5) 951.9 (48.6) 606.5 (36.7)
FRB .632 48.3 (17.5) 32.9 (3.2) 32.0 (4.3) 33.7 (4.1) 46.1 (4.3) 40.6 (4.1)
CVn 426.6 (36.9) 394.8 (31.6) 379.8 (29.9) 522.2 (44.3) 664.1 (50.3) 425.6 (36.7)
1-FR CVn 35.7 (5.1) 32.5 (4.4) 31.1 (4.2) 33.7 (4.6) 44.9 (5.5) 42.9 (5.3)
2-FR CVn 36.0 (5.1) 32.6 (4.4) 31.2 (4.2) 33.8 (4.6) 44.9 (5.5) 42.9 (5.3)
CV5 457.2 (39.2) 412.2 (32.2) 391.8 (30.6) 532.5 (44.7) 669.3 (50.7) 430.4 (37.0)
1-FR CV5 38.5 (5.5) 34.0 (4.6) 32.1 (4.3) 34.4 (4.6) 45.2 (5.6) 43.4 (5.4)
2-FR CV5 38.9 (5.5) 34.2 (4.7) 32.3 (4.3) 34.5 (4.7) 45.3 (5.6) 43.4 (5.4)
B.632 565.3 (32.1) 530.5 (28.2) 525.0 (27.6) 736.8 (41.4) 955.3 (46.3) 607.8 (34.2)
FRB .632 50.0 (37.0) 32.8 (3.90) 30.7 (3.9) 32.9 (3.7) 45.9 (4.2) 40.2 (4.1)
CVn 84.3 (7.1) 173.7 (14.6) 2083.8 (150.6) 1647.8 (115.6) 1328.0 (69.5) 1343.3 (92.6)
1-FR CVn 36.1 (5.0) 32.8 (4.3) 31.4 (4.0) 34.0 (4.5) 45.1 (5.5) 43.2 (5.4)
2-FR CVn 36.4 (5.0) 33.0 (4.3) 31.5 (4.0) 34.1 (4.5) 45.2 (5.5) 43.3 (5.4)
CV5 90.2 (7.3) 180.9 (14.8) 2396.3 (148.0) 1823.2 (113.3) 1395.5 (69.8) 1437.2 (90.9)
1-FR CV5 39.0 (5.4) 34.3 (4.5) 32.4 (4.1) 34.7 (4.6) 45.5 (5.6) 43.7 (5.4)
2-FR CV5 39.4 (5.5) 34.6 (4.6) 32.6 (4.2) 34.8 (4.6) 45.5 (5.6) 43.8 (5.4)
B.632 110.9 (5.8) 230.9 (12.5) 6014.0 (51.7) 5768.4 (41.8) 5896.4 (42.2) 5429.9 (46.0)
FRB .632 44.83 (9.5) 32.9 (3.50) 30.8 (3.2) 32.8 (3.2) 46.0 (4.1) 40.7 (4.0)
Table 2: Average (standard deviation) of the estimated mean squared prediction error for
each of the models as obtained by the different estimators of prediction error. Top panel
is for clean data (case 1), the next panels correspond to contamination cases 2, 3, and 4
respectively.
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estimators of prediction error in practice. To robustly measure prediction er-
ror in these examples, we use the fast robust two-step 5-fold cross-validation,
because it performed well in the simulation study shown in the previous
section and does not yield overly optimistic estimates of prediction error.
Moreover, 5-fold CV is expected to be less conservative when models of dif-
ferent dimensions are compared (see e.g. Shao, 1993). The choice of trimming
level was based on the fraction of outliers detected by the MM-estimator in
the full model. We compare the results of the robust cross-validation with
the results obtained by classical 5-fold cross-validation based on least squares
regression. To guarantee the stability of the obtained results we used the av-
erage of R = 1, 000 random 5-fold cross-validation runs. Note that prediction
error was again measured through squared losses.
The first example uses the pulpfiber data set considered in (Rousseeuw,
et al., 2004) which is available in the R package ’robustbase’ (Robustbase
Development Team, 2008). The data set contains measurements of four can-
didate predictor variables (pulpfiber properties) and four response variables
(paper properties) for n = 62 observations. We only use the first response
variable which is paper breaking length. We fitted the full model as well as
all possible submodels. For each of these models we estimated the fast ro-
bust (10% trimming) and classical 5-fold CV prediction errors. The resulting
prediction errors are shown in Table 3 for all submodels with at least two
predictors. All models with only one predictor yielded estimated prediction
errors that were much larger than those of the optimal model. As can be
seen from Table 3, the optimal model selected by classical 5-fold CV is the
full model with all four predictors. On the other hand, fast and robust 5-fold
CV selects a model with the following three predictors: long fiber fraction,
fine fiber fraction, and zero span tensile. Table 3 also shows the results for
classical cross-validation with 10% trimming which provides robustness at
the validation level but not at the estimation level. In this example, 10%
trimmed CV selects the same model as the fast robust 10% trimmed CV. It
thus seems that the outliers are not very influential at the estimation level
but mainly affect the predictions. This will be different in the following
example.
To compare the two optimal models with respect to prediction accuracy,
we calculated the square root mean squared prediction errors for 5000 ran-
dom 5-fold cross-validation runs. Figure 1 shows the boxplots based on the
estimated prediction errors with 10% trimming (panel a) and without trim-
ming (panel b). From panel a we can clearly see that the optimal robust
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Trimming 1,2,3,4 1,2,3 1,2,4 1,3,4 2,3,4 1,2 1,3 1,4 2,3 2,4 3,4
RCV 10% 0.88 2.72 1.17 0.93 0.84 2.77 3.55 1.19 2.61 1.13 0.93
CV 10% 1.26 2.88 1.36 1.26 1.13 2.79 3.58 1.46 2.74 1.31 1.28
CV 0% 2.68 4.87 2.80 2.87 2.70 4.27 5.21 3.12 4.68 2.85 2.78
Table 3: Estimated 5-fold CV prediction errors for all submodels with at least two pre-
dictors for the pulpfiber data. The prediction error of the optimal model in each case is
shown in boldface.
model predicts better the majority (90%) of the data. On the other hand,
the classical model tries to predict all the data. Since the data contains in-
fluential outliers, the classical model yields large prediction errors for all the
observations, including the majority of good points as can be seen from panel
a. Panel b shows the importance of the trimming in the robust estimation of
prediction error. Since the optimal robust model is not affected much by the
outliers, it yields very large predictions for the outlying observations which
results in the large overall mean squared prediction errors displayed in panel
b, reflecting the fact that good prediction of all future observations (includ-
ing future outliers) is not possible. Note the difference in the scale on the
vertical axis between panel a and panel b. The behavior of the optimal ro-
bust model as shown in both panels of Figure 1 is consistent with the goal of
robust prediction, namely to predict well the majority of good observations
while ignoring the outliers in the training and validation data. The use of
robust MM-estimation guarantees robustness when fitting the models at the
training level while the trimming of the prediction error ensures robustness
at the validation level.
The second example uses the well-known Hawkins-Bradu-Kass data set
(Hawkins et al., 1984) which is also available in the R package ’robustbase’
(Robustbase Development Team, 2008). The data set consists of n = 75
observations in 4 dimensions. As before we fitted the full model and all
possible submodels. For each of these models we estimated the fast robust
(15% trimming) and classical 5-fold CV prediction errors. The results in
Table 4 show that both classical and fast robust CV select a model with
only 1 predictor. However, while robust CV selects predictor 2, classical CV
(with or without trimming) selects predictor 3. To compare the two optimal
models with respect to prediction accuracy, we again constructed boxplots
of square root mean squared prediction errors for 5000 random 5-fold cross-
validation runs. From Figure 2 we can clearly see that the optimal robust
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Figure 1: Boxplots of 5000 estimated square roots of mean prediction errors in the optimal
models for the pulpfiber data. Panel a shows 10% trimmed mean prediction errors while
panel b shows results without trimming. Note the difference in the scale on the vertical
axis between panel a and panel b.
Trimming 1,2,3 1,2 1,3 2,3 1 2 3
RCV 15% 0.311 0.313 0.308 0.312 0.302 0.301 0.305
CV 15% 0.929 1.093 0.679 0.891 1.140 0.809 0.655
CV 0% 6.826 7.183 6.172 6.926 6.268 7.418 6.141
Table 4: Estimated 5-fold CV prediction errors for all submodels for the Hawkins-Bradu-
Kass data. The prediction error of the optimal model in each case is shown in boldface.
model again achieves its goal of predicting well the majority (85%) of the
data.
6. Conclusions
We proposed several fast and robust estimators for the mean squared
prediction error of linear models and showed that these robust estimators
perform well with clean data and substantially better than their non-robust
counterparts with contaminated data. In particular, the fast and robust CV
procedures performed well in our simulation study and examples. Based on
these results, we can recommend them for reliable estimation of the prediction
error.
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Figure 2: Boxplots of 5000 estimated square roots of mean prediction errors in the optimal
models for the Hawkins-Bradu-Kass data. Panel a shows 15% trimmed mean prediction
errors while panel b shows results without trimming. Note the difference in the scale on
the vertical axis between panel a and panel b.
To make robust procedures useful in practice, it does not only have to be
guaranteed that they can resist the effect of outliers, but it must also be able
to obtain the result in a reasonable amount of time. Therefore, a considerable
amount of effort has been devoted to the development of computationally
efficient algorithms for robust methods (see e.g. Salibian-Barrera and Yohai,
2006; Salibian-Barrera, Willems and Zamar, 2008; Loisel and Takane, 2009,
for recent contributions). In this paper we proposed robust estimators for
the prediction error based on a fast approximation for the robust estimates in
each resample, as first proposed by Salibian-Barrera and Zamar (2002) and
later successfully extended and applied by e.g. Willems and Van Aelst (2005);
Van Aelst and Willems (2005); Salibian-Barrera, Van Aelst, and Willems
(2006); Salibian-Barrera and Van Aelst (2008); Roelant, Van Aelst and Croux
(2009).
We considered linear prediction rules η(x, βˆ(Zn)) = x
′βˆ and prediction
error based on squared lossQL2 [y0, η(x0, βˆ(Zn))] in our simulations and exam-
ples. However, the approach introduced in this paper can easily be extended
to other loss functions, e.g. mean absolute prediction error instead of mean
squared prediction error and to prediction rules based on other models, e.g.
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nonlinear regression. Moreover, we used MM-estimators in this paper, how-
ever, the method is very general and can easily be adapted for other robust
estimators based on a smooth loss function. See Hubert, Rousseeuw and Van
Aelst (2008) for an overview of such robust regression estimators.
We have shown that trimming is very important to obtain robustness at
the validation level when estimating prediction errors. An additional advan-
tage of trimming is its clear interpretation because it reflects what fraction of
the new outcomes we are aiming at predicting well. On the other hand, the
fraction of trimming is a tuning parameter that needs to be specified by the
user. Alternatively, more flexible robust summary measures of the prediction
errors could be considered.
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